Which Hospitals Have Significantly Better or Worse Than Expected Mortality Rates for Acute Myocardial Infarction Patients?

Improved Risk Adjustment With Present-at-Admission Diagnoses
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Background — Public reports that compare hospital mortality rates for patients with acute myocardial infarction are commonly used strategies for improving the quality of care delivered to these patients. Fair comparisons of hospital mortality rates require thorough adjustments for differences among patients in baseline mortality risk. This study examines the effect on hospital mortality rate comparisons of improved risk adjustment methods using diagnoses reported as present-at-admission.

Methods and Results — Logistic regression models and related methods originally used by California to compare hospital mortality rates for patients with acute myocardial infarction are replicated. These results are contrasted with results obtained for the same hospitals by patient-level mortality risk adjustment models using present-at-admission diagnoses, using 3 statistical methods of identifying hospitals with higher or lower than expected mortality: indirect standardization, adjusted odds ratios, and hierarchical models. Models using present-at-admission diagnoses identified substantially fewer hospitals as outliers than did California model A for each of the 3 statistical methods considered.

Conclusions — Large improvements in statistical performance can be achieved with the use of present-at-admission diagnoses to characterize baseline mortality risk. These improvements are important because models with better statistical performance identify different hospitals as having better or worse than expected mortality.
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Hospitals in California have reported which diagnoses are present at admission since 1996. Prior research demonstrates that an AMI mortality risk adjustment model using present-at-admission diagnoses obtains substantially higher statistical performance than California’s existing AMI mortality risk adjustment method, which was developed before information about which diagnoses were present at admission was available.8 Adjustments for present-at-admission diagnoses increased discrimination from 0.76 to 0.86, as measured by the c statistic, and increased the proportion of the total log-likelihood explained from 13% to 30%, as measured by the generalized R2 statistic. Mortality risk adjustment models using present-at-admission diagnoses have also been demonstrated to obtain large increases in statistical performance in other study populations.10–12 Present-at-admission diagnoses may allow substantial improvements in the validity of hospital mortality comparisons by eliminating diagnoses representing complications of care from the risk adjustment algorithms.13 Several prior studies indicate that identifying which hospitals have higher or lower than expected AMI mortality can depend on the risk adjustment method used.14–16 However, no prior studies have examined how the availability of present-at-admission diagnoses influences risk-adjusted comparisons of hospital AMI mortality rates.

In this study, we examine how improvements in patient-level adjustments for AMI mortality risk with the use of present-at-admission diagnoses affect hospital level comparisons, using 3 different statistical methods for comparing hospitals. First, we reproduce the methods used by the state of California to calculate publicly reported hospital standardized mortality rates (SMRs) for AMI and compare results obtained for the same hospitals by patient-level adjustments using present-at-admission diagnoses. Second, we compare the adjusted odds of death associated with specific hospitals calculated using the replicated California model to adjust for differences in patient mortality risk and compare those with the adjusted odds of death for the same hospital calculated using the present-at-admission model. Finally, we compare hospital SMRs obtained from hierarchical generalized linear models formulated using present-at-admission diagnoses with SMRs obtained from a similar hierarchical model using the replicated California AMI mortality risk adjustment model.

Methods

Study Population

The study population includes patients hospitalized in California with AMI from January 1996 through November 1998. This population is a replica of the study population used to calculate publicly reported hospital SMRs for AMI patients by the state of California. The replica was developed from California hospital discharge abstract data available for public use, with patient selection criteria matched to the inclusion and exclusion criteria described in the California reports.17,18 This research was reviewed and determined to be exempt human subject research by the Human Investigations Committee of the University of Virginia.

Although the original criteria were duplicated as closely as possible, some criteria were not completely matched because of required data elements that were absent, abbreviated, or encrypted in the public use data files. Primary inclusion criteria were principal diagnoses for AMI and patient discharge dates. Primary exclusion criteria were patient age <18 years, admission from long-term care facilities and other selected sources of admission, rehospitalization, and transfer from another acute care hospital. In the original California study, a few hospitals were excluded on the basis of potential undercoding or overcoding of selected risk factors used in the California AMI mortality risk adjustment models. No hospitals were excluded from the replicated study population because we sought to develop a new mortality risk adjustment model using mortality risk factors defined by present-at-admission diagnoses.

California Hospital Outcomes Project Model

The original California report used 2 mortality risk adjustment models, model A and model B, to compare hospital mortality rates. Model A includes adjustments for demographic characteristics, descriptions of the infarct location, and selected comorbidities that substantially increased inpatient mortality risk and that were unlikely to be complications. Model B includes covariates from model A plus additional covariates for shock, hypertension, pulmonary edema, complete atrioventricular block, pleural effusion, urinary tract infection, syncope, acidosis, alkalosis, sepsis, paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia, hyponatremia or hyposmolality, hypernatremia or hyperosmolality, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, pneumonia, aspiration pneumonitis, and unstable angina. Model A is described as a more conservative adjustment for baseline characteristics in the original California study reports because the added covariates included in model B can represent complications of care instead of conditions present at admission for some patients. Prior research indicates that the conditions included in California model A are reliably present at admission but that the additional covariates included by model B often reflect conditions that occurred after the patient’s admission.9,19 We limited our analysis to results obtained by model A.

Present-at-Admission Diagnoses Model

We compared results obtained by California model A with results obtained by a mortality risk adjustment model that uses International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification secondary diagnosis codes reported to be present at admission for each discharged patient to adjust for the effects of comorbid disease.9 The model includes adjustments for 233 categories of comorbid disease measured by present-at-admission diagnoses. The model also includes adjustments for the location of the myocardial infarction, patient race, Hispanic ethnicity, gender, type of insurance, whether the hospitalization was an emergency admission, whether the patient had been transferred from another acute care hospital, and the patient’s age in years. Complete details about the replica study population, logistic regression model estimation process, model covariates, parameter estimates, and validation of statistical performance for both California model A and the present-at-admission model are available in previously reported results.9

Three Methods for Comparing Hospitals

Patient-level mortality risk estimates from California model A and from the present-at-admission model were used to calculate 3 commonly used methods for comparing hospital-level differences in mortality. First, SMRs were calculated for each hospital with the use of the replicated California model A and the present-at-admission model using indirect standardization. Multivariable logistic regression and the maximum likelihood method were used to estimate the adjusted risk of inpatient death for both models. Indirectly standardized SMRs for each hospital were obtained by calculating the ratio of the sum of the observed number of deaths over the sum of the model-estimated risk of death for each patient in the hospital, multiplied by the unadjusted statewide mortality rate for all hospitals. In the original California report, each hospital was classified as having a significantly better (or worse) than expected number of deaths on the basis of 98% CIs calculated for each hospital’s standardized mortality ratio with the use of the normal approximation, supplemented by a recursive algorithm used to calculate
probabilities of events in hospitals with <16 observed deaths.20,21 We reproduced these CI calculations for SMRs obtained by the replicated California model A and for SMRs obtained by the present-at-admission model.

A simpler approach often used for comparing hospitals is to calculate adjusted odds of death for each hospital by including a categorical variable with values for individual hospitals within the patient-level mortality risk adjustment model.22 We used this second method to calculate mortality risk–adjusted odds of death for individual hospitals by adding a predictor variable identifying each hospital to the replicated California model A, and similarly by adding the same predictor variable to the present-at-admission model. The adjusted odds of death for each hospital was calculated in reference to patient outcomes observed for a single hospital with a large number of patients and an SMR approximately equal to 1.0. Wald χ² test statistics were used to calculate 98% CIs for the adjusted odds of death associated with each hospital obtained by adding a hospital categorical predictor to both risk adjustment models.

Both of these methods for indexing hospitals overlook the potential for clustered observations within hospitals and can result in “overdispersed” models that overestimate the amount of variation between hospitals.22,23 For this reason, an expert panel of the American Heart Association recommends hierarchical models as the standard for publicly reported comparisons of health outcomes.24 To address this potential, we formulated both California model A and the present-at-admission model as hierarchical models that included the fixed effects of the original patient-level covariates plus a series of hospital-specific intercepts known as random effects. In the random-effects formulation of the hierarchical general linear model, the fixed effects are equal across hospitals, representing the assumption that the effects of age, comorbidity, and other patient characteristics are the same across hospitals. Differences in mortality across hospitals are accounted for by variability in the random effects, controlling for the fixed effects of patient-level predictors of mortality.

SMRs were obtained for each hospital from the hierarchical models by calculating the ratio of the number of predicted deaths among the hospital’s patients over the number of deaths expected for those patients in a hospital with average performance, multiplied by the statewide unadjusted mortality rate.25,26 We used bootstrap simulation to calculate an empirical distribution for each hospital’s standardized mortality ratio.27 Three hundred samples, each equal to the size of the original study population, were drawn at random with replacement. Observations in each sample were included with probability proportional to hospital size so that hospitals entered the sampling algorithm in the form of stratum weights that modified the selection probability for individual cases drawn from the population for each sample.

The results of the bootstrap simulation were used to calculate 98% CIs for the hierarchical SMRs. Hospitals with significantly worse than expected mortality were identified by determining whether the 99th percentile of their simulated hierarchical SMR distribution was below the unadjusted statewide rate, whereas hospitals whose first percentile was above the unadjusted statewide rate were identified as having significantly better than expected mortality. These standards of comparison were selected to match the 98% CIs used to identify hospitals with better mortality, worse mortality, or no significant difference (55 of 416 [13%]) than the present-at-admission model SMRs was similar to that of the SMRs obtained by California model A.

**Table 1. Comparison of Fixed-Effects Model Hospital SMRs Identified as Significantly Better or Worse Than Expected at Probability Threshold of 0.01**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present-at-Admission Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California Model A</td>
<td>Better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better than expected</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worse than expected</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

κ statistic = 0.42; 95% CI, 0.29 to 0.55.

Results

We identified 120,706 patients with AMI discharged from 416 California hospitals during the period from January 1996 through November 1998 using the patient selection criteria reported in the original California reports. The number of patients in the replicated study population total is slightly smaller than the total of 128,509 patients with AMI included in the original California report. There were 12,178 in-hospital deaths in the reproduced study population (10.1%) compared with the 12,799 identified in the original study (10.0%). Mortality risk adjustment with the use of present-at-admission diagnoses yielded a substantially different set of hospitals with better or worse than expected mortality for each of the 3 methods of comparing hospital differences that we considered.

Table 1 lists cross-tabulation results comparing hospitals identified as having better or worse than expected SMRs calculated as in the original California report using the logistic models with fixed effects and with SMR differences distinguished at a probability threshold of 0.01. More than one half of the hospitals identified as having worse than expected SMRs by California model A were not identified by the model using present-at-admission diagnoses (21 of 36 [58%]). California model A found more hospitals with significant differences (55 of 416 [13%]) than the present-at-admission diagnoses model (35 of 416 [8%]), with moderate agreement overall about which specific hospitals were better (or worse), as reflected by the κ statistic of 0.42. Figure 1A demonstrates positive but substantially dispersed correlation (Pearson r = 0.87) between SMRs from the fixed-effects models. Figure 1B shows that the overall density of the present-at-admission model SMRs was similar to that of the SMRs obtained by California model A.
Table 2 lists cross-tabulation results comparing hospitals identified as having better or worse than expected odds of death by the logistic models at a probability threshold of 0.01. More than one half of the hospitals identified as having worse than expected adjusted odds of death by California model A were not identified by the model using present-at-admission diagnoses (17 of 26 [65%]). California model A also found more hospitals with significantly different adjusted odds of death (41 of 415 [10%]) than the present-at-admission diagnoses model (28 of 415 [7%]). Agreement about which specific hospitals were better (or worse) between models was moderate, as reflected by the \(\kappa\) statistic of 0.40. Figure 1C demonstrates that the association between the adjusted odds of death is positive but substantially dispersed across the range of values (Pearson \(r=0.89\)). Figure 1D shows that the overall distributions of these quantities were similar.

Table 3 lists cross-tabulation results comparing hospitals identified as having better or worse than expected SMRs by the hierarchical models with random effects. Both of the hierarchical models identified fewer hospitals as significantly different from the corresponding logistic models with fixed effects. One half of the hospitals identified as having worse than expected SMRs by the hierarchical formulation of California model A were not identified by the hierarchical formulation of the present-at-admission diagnoses model (3 of 6 [50%]). Agreement between the hierarchical models was similar to results for the other

Table 2. Comparison of Fixed-Effects Model Hospital Odds Ratios Identified as Significantly Better or Worse Than Reference Hospital at Probability Threshold of 0.01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>California Model A</th>
<th>Better than expected</th>
<th>No Difference</th>
<th>Worse than expected</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better than expected</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worse than expected</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\kappa\) statistic = 0.40; 95% CI, 0.25 to 0.55. Odds ratios for 415 hospitals are calculated in reference to 1 hospital selected to serve as the reference standard that had an SMR approximately equal to 1.0.

Table 3. Comparison of Random-Effects Model Hospital SMRs Identified as Significantly Better or Worse Than Expected at Probability Threshold of 0.01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>California Model A</th>
<th>Better than expected</th>
<th>No significant difference</th>
<th>Worse than expected</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better than expected</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worse than expected</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\kappa\) statistic = 0.43; 95% CI, 0.24 to 0.62.
paired results, with $\kappa$ of 0.43 indicating moderate agreement about which hospitals had significantly different SMRs.

Complete sets of 300 samples from the bootstrap simulation were obtained for 322 hospitals with California model A (78%) and for 327 hospitals with the present-at-admission diagnoses model (80%). CIs were not calculated for hospitals with incomplete samples. Hospitals with incomplete bootstrap results had very few patients. For California model A, 94 hospitals had incomplete bootstrap samples, and collectively they accounted for only 1648 patients or 1.4% of the total study population. For the present-at-admission diagnoses model, an additional 5 hospitals had incomplete samples, also with very few patients. For both hierarchical models, hospitals with incomplete samples were defined to have no significant difference.

Figure 2A displays the association between the random-effects model SMRs, which is positive and much more highly concentrated than the SMRs produced by the fixed-effects models (Pearson $r=0.73$). Figure 2B displays the density of the random-effects model SMRs, which for the present-at-admission model ranges from 0.09 to 0.11. A broader distribution of SMRs was obtained for California model A, which yielded SMRs from 0.08 to 0.12. Figure 2C demonstrates that the random effects from the 2 models are positively correlated and that the present-at-admission model obtains characteristically smaller estimates of the random effects for the same hospitals than those estimated by California model A (Pearson $r=0.74$). Figure 2D displays the density of the estimated random effects, demonstrating that the overall distribution from the present-at-admission model is more compact than the distribution resulting from California model A.

Table 4 presents the distribution of the difference between California model A and the present-at-admission model fixed-effects SMRs and random-effects SMRs calculated for each hospital. Results for the odds ratios are not reported because the odds ratios and fixed-effects SMRs were obtained from models that are identical, except for an additional covariate that identifies each hospital. Compared with fixed-effects model SMRs from California model A, SMRs from the present-at-admission model were higher by $\geq 2$ percentage points in 10% of the hospitals (10th percentile) and were lower by $\geq 2$ percentage points in 15% of the hospitals (85th percentile). The magnitude of the difference in random-effects model SMRs was highly compressed by the hierarchical models.

Figure 3 plots results for 46 hospitals with significantly worse than expected mortality identified by $\geq 1$ models ($P<0.01$). For most of these hospitals, SMRs and odds ratios calculated with California model A were higher than those calculated with the present-at-admission model. Significantly worse than expected mortality was identified for 36 hospitals by fixed-effects SMRs from California model A. However, only 15 of the 36 hospitals were identified as having significantly worse than expected mortality by the present-
Discussion

This study compares 2 patient-level mortality risk adjustment models using 3 methods for scoring hospital mortality rate differences: fixed-effects model SMRs, fixed-effects model–adjusted odds ratios, and hierarchical random-effects model SMRs. For each comparison, we found that patient-level mortality risk adjustment models using information about which diagnoses were present at admission obtained meaningfully different results about which hospitals have better or worse than expected mortality.

The present-at-admission model produced fixed-effects SMRs that differed from those produced by California model A by ≥2 percentage points in 25% of the hospitals. This scale of change is large. Given the average observed mortality rate of 10%, a difference of 2 percentage points in the SMR represents a relative change of 20%.

In each of the 3 formulations, models using present-at-admission diagnoses identified fewer hospitals as outliers than California model A. This difference occurs because the models using present-at-admission diagnoses included many more covariates for comorbid disease, reflecting the cumulative effect of many small adjustments for comorbid disease not included by California model A. Interestingly, while the hierarchical formulations of both models identified substantially fewer hospitals as outliers, the present-at-admission model identified more hospitals as worse than expected than California model A.

Hospital-specific odds ratios obtained from multivariable logistic regression are readily interpreted quantities with standard tests of statistical significance. SMRs obtained by aggregating the results of the logistic regression models with fixed effects are also readily interpreted, although CI calculations require special attention to ratios for hospitals with few deaths. Hierarchical random-effects model SMRs are complex quantities but are recommended as the most accurate indices for comparing hospitals because the confounding influence of within–hospital level variation is separated from the between–hospital level variation component that is of primary interest and because SMRs for hospitals with low sample size shrink toward the population average. For all 3 methods used to compare hospitals, patient-level mortality risk adjustment models with better statistical performance produced sub-

Table 4. Distribution of the Differences Between SMRs From California Model A and the Present-At-Admission Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference in Fixed-Effects Model SMRs</th>
<th>Difference in Random-Effects Model SMRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean difference</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum increase</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99th percentile</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95th percentile</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th percentile</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85th percentile</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th percentile</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th percentile</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th percentile</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th percentile</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th percentile</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st percentile</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum decrease</td>
<td>-0.152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at-admission model. There were 26 hospitals with worse than expected mortality identified by fixed-effects odds ratios from California model A. Only 9 of these 26 hospitals were identified as having significantly worse than expected mortality by the present-at-admission model. There were 6 hospitals with significantly worse than expected mortality identified by California model A using random-effects model SMRs, only 3 of which were also identified as significantly worse than expected by the present-at-admission model. Only 2 hospitals were identified as having significantly worse than expected mortality in every model formulation considered.

**Figure 3.** Fixed-effects model SMRs, odds ratios (ORs), and random-effects model SMRs for 46 hospitals found to have significantly worse than expected mortality by California model A (Calif) and/or by the present-at-admission (PAA) diagnoses model. Hospitals with significantly worse than expected mortality are distinguished at the probability threshold of <0.01. Odds ratios are plotted on the log odds scale.
stantially different results about which hospitals have better or worse than expected mortality.

We identified hospitals as having better or worse than expected mortality using the internal standard of the 98% CI to match the standard used in the original California report. However, an external standard reflecting public healthcare policy objectives would be more meaningful than the internal standard of the data distribution. With an internal standard, hospitals are identified as outliers without regard to the practical significance of the magnitude of the difference in mortality. Hierarchical SMRs calculated with the use of the present-at-admission model were significantly worse than expected for 9 hospitals, but none of these hospitals had mortality rates >11.1% in our study population with an overall mortality rate of 10.1%.

The replicated study population was created with the use of closely matched inclusion and exclusion criteria, but it is not an exact reproduction. Some data elements used in the original California study were unavailable in the public use data used for our study. For example, inpatient death was used in our study instead of the 30-day mortality outcome used in the original study. The total number of patients and proportion of in-hospital deaths in the replicated study population were nearly equivalent to those reported in the original study. Our replication of the California risk adjustment model obtained exactly the same level of discrimination (c statistic=0.77) that was reported in the original study, and parameter estimates calculated for risk factors in the California model closely matched those reported in the original study. Exactly matching the original study population was not essential because the purpose of the study was to compare results from 2 different models applied to the same patients and hospitals. We were unable to include data for subsequent years in our study. California public use files for later years in our study were identified as outliers by the odds ratio approach than expected for 9 hospitals, but none of these hospitals had mortality rates >11.1% in our study population with an overall mortality rate of 10.1%.

The replicated study population was created with the use of closely matched inclusion and exclusion criteria, but it is not an exact reproduction. Some data elements used in the original California study were unavailable in the public use data used for our study. For example, inpatient death was used in our study instead of the 30-day mortality outcome used in the original study. The total number of patients and proportion of in-hospital deaths in the replicated study population were nearly equivalent to those reported in the original study. Our replication of the California risk adjustment model obtained exactly the same level of discrimination (c statistic=0.77) that was reported in the original study, and parameter estimates calculated for risk factors in the California model closely matched those reported in the original study. Exactly matching the original study population was not essential because the purpose of the study was to compare results from 2 different models applied to the same patients and hospitals. We were unable to include data for subsequent years in our study. California public use files for later periods exclude unique patient identifiers that we used to link hospital records for patients who were transferred to another acute care facility.

Substantial improvements in statistical performance at the patient level are obtained by using present-at-admission data to increase the amount of comorbid disease included in adjustments made. The value of these improvements depends on the quality of the present-at-admission indicator reported for each diagnosis. To our knowledge, the validity of the present-at-admission indicator has not been directly assessed through reabstraction studies comparing hospital-reported data with original patient medical records. Our indirect assessment of the data quality indicates that International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification diagnoses independently selected as reliable indicators of comorbid disease are overwhelmingly reported as present at admission, and International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification diagnoses for surgical complications and iatrogenic events are rarely reported as present at admission. Another potential limitation is the presence of systematic differences between hospitals in how patients with AMI are identified, although the effect of this bias would be the same in the models being compared. Data validation studies conducted by California as part of their hospital AMI mortality reporting process indicate that the patient information reported in these records is of high quality.

Patient comorbidity and AMI severity can be measured more comprehensively by abstracting additional clinical data from patient medical records. However, additional data may not substantially improve the level of statistical performance achieved by an AMI mortality risk adjustment model using present-at-admission diagnoses. A prior study compared California model A with AMI mortality risk adjustment models including adjustments for systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, white blood cell count, and other clinical information used to characterize patient mortality risk in the Cooperative Cardiovascular Project, the Global Utilization of Streptokinase and Tissue Plasminogen Activator for Occluded Coronary Arteries Trial, and the Medicare Mortality Predictor System. This prior study applied each model to the same study population of Medicare patients and obtained validated c statistics of 0.71 for California model A, 0.74 for the Global Utilization of Streptokinase and Tissue Plasminogen Activator for Occluded Coronary Arteries Trial, 0.78 for the Cooperative Cardiovascular Project model, and 0.78 for the Medicare Mortality Predictor System model. In our study, we obtained a validated c statistic of 0.76 for California model A and 0.86 for the model using conditions present at admission. The scale of the increase in statistical performance obtained with the use of present-at-admission diagnoses in our study exceeds that obtained by models using clinical data abstracted from patient medical records in this prior study.

Mortality risk adjustment using disease registry data provides rich clinical detail, but the expense of collecting such data is a major barrier to its use for statewide or national population-based studies. Our research demonstrates that large improvements in statistical performance are obtained by using present-at-admission diagnoses to more comprehensively adjust for differences in baseline mortality risk and that these improvements matter because models with better statistical performance identify substantially different hospitals as having better or worse than expected mortality.

Hospitals will soon be reporting which diagnoses were present at admission for all Medicare patients. Our study suggests that this information can substantially increase the amount of comorbid disease accounted for, resulting in meaningful changes in which hospitals are identified as having better or worse than expected mortality by the Medicare pay-for-performance initiative. Recently reported research also indicates that substantial reductions in Medicare hospital payments could be obtained if diagnosis related groups were calculated including only diagnoses reported as present at admission.

The large difference in the total number of hospitals identified as better or worse than expected across methods of comparing hospitals is especially interesting. Fewer hospitals were identified as outliers by the odds ratio approach than
were identified by SMRs from the fixed-effects model. The random-effects model approach identified the fewest number of hospitals as outliers, primarily because ratios obtained for hospitals with the lowest patient volumes shrink close to the overall hospital mean. Prior studies have compared these different statistical methods of identifying outlier hospitals and have obtained similar results.\textsuperscript{31,32} These results lead us to wonder which types of hospitals perform better or worse than expected across different methods for comparing hospitals. We plan to conduct further analyses to examine how patient volume, teaching status, and other hospital-level characteristics influence whether or not hospitals are identified as having better or worse than expected AMI patient mortality and to explore how hospital-level characteristics are related to differences in the effects of adjustments for clustered observations.
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Hospital mortality rates for patients with acute myocardial infarction are publicly reported in California and in other states and are a component of the Medicare pay-for-performance project. These comparisons are based on patient information from hospital data collected for statewide or nationwide populations. Fair comparisons require effective adjustments for differences in baseline mortality risk among patients within hospitals. Toward this end, new national standards for uniform hospital administrative data require hospitals to designate which diagnoses are present-at-admission. This study evaluates how information about present-at-admission diagnoses, which has been collected since 1996 for California hospital patients, affects hospital mortality comparisons. We find that mortality risk adjustment models using diagnoses present-at-admission have much better explanatory performance and capacity to discriminate than other models that have been used to adjust for differences in patient-level mortality risk. Models using present-at-admission diagnoses identify fewer hospitals as outliers and obtain meaningfully different results about which hospitals have better or worse than expected mortality. Three statistical methods of identifying hospitals with higher or lower than expected mortality are considered: indirect standardization, adjusted odds ratios, and hierarchical models. These 3 methods also produced substantially different results about which hospitals have better or worse than expected mortality.
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